
FEATURE BENEFIT

Rapid implementation  
Quickly take advantage of GHX’s proprietary item catalog without 
integration delays  

Access and search an online three-million item, 
industry-wide catalog (AllSource Prime)

On-demand source of accurate product information with  
customized descriptions

Access to GHX Power Sourcing feature  
Save time with bulk upload ability and return matched items from  
AllSource Prime

Create and maintain a robust description  
management protocol 

Utilize abbreviations, UNSPSC categorization and rule based 
description schemas to serve multiple needs, including clinicians’ 

Current product information  Access to up-to-date supplier information 

Optional HCPCS 
Increase reimbursement revenue potential with visibility into  
HCPCS-coded items

Item ConneXion is a self-service, web-based item catalog application that provides on-demand access to the GHX proprietary 
catalog. Once implemented, smaller healthcare systems are equipped to build and maintain a more accurate item master with 
the flexibility to create multiple item descriptions—valuable for all downstream systems where those items may be used. 
Access to more accurate data for your item master helps to reduce exceptions and improve efficiency for end-users of supply 
chain data.

Item ConneXion
Content management solution for smaller hospitals.

Operating with fewer resources doesn’t mean 

you have to sacrifice accuracy in your item 

master data. Item ConneXionSM offers access 

to product data that is accurate, up-to-date 

and standardized to help realize significant 

savings through reduced ordering errors.  

Item ConneXion provides a content 

management solution for smaller hospitals 

operating with lean infrastructure to improve 

consistency and accuracy in your item master—

and with better data management comes more 

control over your purchasing process.



 Key Features of Item ConneXion   
AllSource Prime and Power Sourcing are valuable tools to help achieve the accurate 
and standardized supply chain data needed to drive down costs.

Greater Efficiency for Lean Organizations 

Power Sourcing delivers value in three key ways – efficient bulk processing of item 
information, the ability to locate and add unfamiliar items to your item master, and  
to enrich item data. Power Sourcing allows you to load files in real time for cleansing 
and gather the information your organization needs to appropriately build out the 
item master.

Access to a Vast Supply of Enriched Data 
AllSource Prime delivers enriched product data to better meet requirements across 
your organization. A robust description management functionality allows the creation 
of multiple descriptions, including custom abbreviations and attribute order. These 
descriptions can be tailored to meet the needs of ancillary systems, including 
electronic medical record. 

 GHX Global Network
The largest community of healthcare supply chain trading partners, the GHX Global 
Network connects supply chain, finance and clinical professionals with their suppliers 
and partners. The 4,000+ provider organizations and 400+ manufacturers and 
distributors in this community are working together to drive billions of dollars out  
of the cost of the healthcare supply chain.

 Learn More
To learn more about Item ConneXion, contact GHX today at 1.800.YOUR.GHX or 
support@ghx.com.

 

Item ConneXion

Smaller hospitals stand to gain 
some of the biggest benefits 
from accurate, up-to-date and 
standardized data. 
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